Photo Pamper Party – 2 hrs
Age Range: 6-10 yrs
Group Size: Up to 4 – 8 children

The Photo Pamper party is a complete 2-hour
package, designed especially for girls, a great fun
party relieving the pressure on you!







Features:
Welcome drinks
Nail painting
Mini make up session
Photo shoot (group and individual shots)
Choosing and printing photos

Starting with welcome drinks our trained staff will
make the girls feel special from the moment they
arrive. From pampering and nail painting to a fun
photo shoot with studio lighting and background, this
will be a party they will always remember.
The Photo Pamper package is available to book both
on Saturday’s and Sunday’s every weekend either
11am – 1pm slot or 3pm – 5pm slot (depending on
availability). Other days and times can sometimes be
available on specific request.

A Typical Party Time Table (based on a 3-5pm party)
14.30
15:00
15:15
15:45
16:15
16:30

17:00

The team arrives and sets up.
The guests begin to arrive. There are fun welcome drinks and music is playing.
Nail Painting and mini makeup session, using safe, non toxic, child friendly products.
The girls get a choice of nail polish colours or bracelet making.
Time for the Photoshoot! We normally start with the birthday girl and run through
individual portraits, then come together at the end for a selection of fun group shots.
A break for something to eat, all that posing can make girls hungry.
All the pictures would have been printed out during the break as credit card sized
samples. The girls can then choose two to be printed as 6”x4” to take home, with the
birthday girl getting to choose five prints. (Keeping or sharing of the sample prints is
up to you) A slideshow will be playing so parents can see the pictures too.
Party finishes
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Helpful thoughts to get the most out of your photo party.









Although there is a makeup session included, this isn’t a full makeover, so
remember to do your hair all pretty before you come.
This is a photo party, so throw on a pretty party dress!
The photographer will endeavour to take beautiful pictures of the girls,
however it is difficult to photograph girls in tight wriggle style dresses so
they still look like children, as these grown up styles of clothes limit the
poses the girls can do. If your girl has outgrown the pretty party dress
stage then jeans and a gorgeous top still look good in pictures.
Light, airy or neutral colours work so much better than black ;)
Try to avoid bold patterns or large slogans/logo’s as the focus of the
picture should be on the face not the clothes.
The welcome drink has strawberry, mint and lemon in. Although rare,
sometimes, people are allergic to one of those. If we know before hand
we can offer an alternative drink.
It is not necessary, but it can help to have wifi available, these young girls
seem to be more in touch with current music, and we are happy to add
songs to our playlist when requested.

Payment
Payment is due on day of the party (cash or cheque). Cheques are to be made payable to ‘The Oxford
Entertainers’
No deposit is due on booking, however please note that in the event that the party is cancelled with less
than 14 days notice, payment would be due in full.
Venue
The party is designed to be perfect for a front room in a home, although for the photo shoot we ideally
need at least 3m x 3m of clear floor space to set up the backdrop and lighting.
Disclaimer
Whilst the Showtime Party Team are pleased to provide help with the running of the party, the
responsibility for child safety and protection still remains with the party organiser.
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